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Cultural histories of Romania are rare, as are monographs which deal with its history through the whole twentieth century. But Maria Bucur’s Heroes and Victims is far more than just a cultural history of one country over a hundred year period. In this superbly researched book, Bucur juxtaposes state-sponsored commemorative activities with localized, private memories. Most of the memory literature on East-Central Europe implies that states coordinating commemorations were considered legitimate and that it was usually state-builders who initiated commemorative activities. By contrasting ethnographic accounts of late nineteenth-century mourning practices in Romanian, Hungarian and Jewish communities with the memorials and ceremonies of secular nationalists, Bucur argues that many people found state-sponsored commemorations irrelevant. Moreover, she maintains that local attempts to memorialize the dead during World War One preceded and then shaped state commemorations.
Heroes and Victims approaches the population of interwar Romania as a collection of disparate groups competing to have their particular memories validated within the public sphere. While “the state” is an anonymous, monolithic entity in this book, “the masses” are both gendered and ethnically diverse. Histories of Romanian public figures are usually histories of men, but women were equally important when it came to promoting public memory. Mourning and commemoration was women’s work in turn-of-the-century villages, and prominent public figures such as Alexandria Cantacuzino and Queen Marie used their combination of wealth and womanhood to commandeer and supervise the creation of national memorials and remembrance rituals. The women discussed in Heroes and Victims were mostly Romanian, but theirs were not the only memories seeking attention. In each chapter, Bucur describes how ethnically Romanian, Jewish, Hungarian and German communities remembered war, and asks why certain memories became hegemonic. Bucur’s attention to minority discourses makes this the most inclusive monograph on Romanian history written to date, and reminds the reader that Romania was and is a multinational state even if it is ruled by only one ethnic group. Despite her inclusivity, Bucur does not discuss Romani memories, perhaps because the different style of Romani memorial practices makes it difficult to research their memories through the source bases which she used for the other ethnic groups.
Being Jewish or Hungarian was not the only factor which might invalidate one’s memory. Official commemorations marginalized female contributions to World War One, and after 1946 the communist state stigmatized Romanian soldiers who fought against the Soviet Union on the Eastern Front during World War Two. This approach changed after 1965, when the Ceauşescu regime rehabilitated these soldiers together with the right-wing dictator Ion Antonescu. Bucur discusses at length how regimes and their subjects suppress and then revive problematic pasts, particularly in relation to the Holocaust. Instead of simply blaming anti-Semitism, Bucur uses memoirs, oral history interviews and public debates to show how Romanians constructed alternative histories of the war years that deliberately omitted the Holocaust. She argues that people remember in order to identify themselves with a collective past, and this formulation helps clarify why unpleasant memories might be suppressed and/or contested, as well as explaining why state officials commemorated the war differently to military officers, or why others disagreed about how the war should be remembered. Some Romanian memories of World War Two even periodized the war differently. Anti-Communist resistance – which continued until 1953 – was part of the war for many people, meaning that their wartime narrative began in 1940 and ended in 1953. The latter year was also when many deportees to Siberia returned home, and POW memories of the war cover a similar time period. Building on Marianne Hirsch’s work on “post-memory,” Bucur examines how people born after World War Two remember those events as if they were their own as a way of identifying with a collective that is defined through those memories. She extends this notion to communist-era films and novels about World War One, and then uses it as a hermeneutic for scrutinizing politics of memory during post-Socialism. 
Bucur’s discussions of memory past and present are convincing because of the wide variety of sources that she draws on. Whole chapters are dedicated to ethnographic or autobiographical sources, and she also analyzes films, novels, statues, parades and rituals, some of which she observed first-hand. Heroes and Victims emphasizes the local over against the centralized, and so Bucur consulted local archives throughout Romania instead of relying only on those sources that made it to the capital. The sources come to the front in this book, and Bucur’s methodological approaches are both obvious and self-conscious, making this a valuable resource for teaching source-analysis in the classroom. The book’s source-base, its theoretical sophistication and its wide-ranging scope make it a very useful study in the way that communities and states work together – and independently – in remembering the past.
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